Raw Sewage-Blood Borne Pathogens

1. What is the most common way for micro-organisms to enter the body?
   __ a  Open sores, cuts or scratches
   __ b  Hand-to-mouth contact during eating, drinking and smoking, or by wiping the face with contaminated hands or gloves, or by licking splashes from the skin
   __ c  By skin contact, through cuts, scratches, or penetrating wounds, ie from discarded hypodermic needles.

2. Raw sewage is a serious health risk and when it is encountered the project inspector needs to call for testing of the site and restrict entry until the area has been mitigated?
   True ___ <> False ___

3. When raw sewage gets on clothing it is recommended to do what?
   __ a  Discard all clothing.
   __ b  Properly launder at the end of the day using detergent and bleach
   __ c  Do nothing. Bacteria and other harmful organisms die quickly.

4. Which of the following must be done in the event of an exposure incident?
   __ a  Immediately clean all wounds
   __ b  Leave the site immediately and drive to the nearest emergency room
   __ c  Report all contact with body fluids or infectious material to their supervisor
   __ d  Immediately contact City of Los Angeles Medical Services for evaluation.

5. Blood borne pathogens only refer to pathogens in blood.
   True ___ <> False ___